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It is well known that nondeterministic two-way checking stack automata 
recognize NSPACE(n). We show that deterministic two-way checking stack 
automata have the same power as deterministic two-way two-head finite automata. 
The easy proof is based on the closure under inverse deterministic two-way GSM 
mappings of the deterministic two-way two-head finite automaton languages. 
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Automata with one or more heads that move in two ways on their input 
tape, can often be characterized by time or space complexity classes of 
Turing machines (see, e.g., Cook, 1971; Ibarra, 1971; van Leeuwen, 1976; 
Engelfriet, 1983; for a survey, see Wagner and Wechsung, 1986). In par- 
ticular, checking stack automata are characterized by space complexity 
classes. Let us mention some of these results. Two-way nondeterministic 
checking stack automata (with one head) recognize NSPACE(n) (Fischer, 
1969; Ibarra, 1971). With k heads, such automata recognize NSPACE(nk), 
and so the two-way nondeterministic multi-head checking stack automata 
recognize PSPACE (Ibarra, 1971). The deterministic version of these multi- 
head automata recognizes DSPACE(log n) (Ibarra, 1971). This means that 
(in the two-way deterministic case) multi-head checking stack automata 
have no more power than multi-head finite automata: the checking stack 
can be replaced by additional heads. In general it is unknown how many 
additional heads are needed precisely. In this paper we point out that to 
simulate a one-head checking stack automaton, just one additional head is 
needed. This implies that (in the two-way deterministic case) checking 
stack automata, with one head, have the same power as two-head finite 
automata. 
We note that the two-way nondeterministic checking stack aut.omata 
that have the “finite-visit” property (on the checking stack) recognize 
NSPACE(log n) (Greibach, 1978a). All deterministic checking stack 
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automata have this property. Thus, in the order (deterministic, finite-visit, 
nondeterministic), the two-way (one-head) checking stack automata are 
characterized by two-head finite automata, NSPACE(log n), and 
NSPACE(n), respectively. 
The proof of the above result is easy: it is entirely based on an obvious 
generalization of a closure result for two-way automata of Aho and Ullman 
(1970). We first discuss the closure result and then the result on checking 
stack automata. 
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
For a (partial) function f: A + B and a set Ss B, f-‘(S) = 
{uEA~~(u)ES}. F or a class F of functions and a class C of sets, 
F-‘(C)= {f-‘(S)lj%F, SEC}. 
We need some notation concerning several types of automata. We 
assume the reader is familiar with automata theory. Let X be some storage 
type of an automaton, such as pushdown, checking stack, etc. For k > 1, a 
two-way k-head deterministic X automaton, abbreviated 2(k-head)DXA, is 
a device with a deterministic finite control, a two-way input tape with k 
input heads, and an internal storage of type X. Such an automaton accepts 
a language, as usual. The class of languages accepted by two-way k-head 
deterministic X automata is also denoted 2(k-head)DXA. For k= 1 these 
devices are formally defined by Aho and Ullman (1970). Here we give 
informal proofs only. 
We now discuss the specific cases that we will consider. In the very 
special case that X is the trivial storage type, i.e., the automata have 
no internal storage, we put X= F (where F stands for finite). Thus the 
2(k-head)DFA is the usual deterministic multi-head finite automaton (with 
k two-way heads). The union of the classes of languages accepted by these 
automata (for k > 1) is DSPACE(log n). For the storage type of a checking 
stack we put X= CS. Thus the 2( I-head)DCSA is the usual two-way 
deterministic checking stack automaton. Using this notation, the result of 
this paper is that 2( 1-head)DCSA = 2(2-head)DFA. We recall that a com- 
putation of a checking stack automaton consists of two phases: the writing 
phase, in which the checking stack behaves as a pushdown to which only 
pushes (no pops) are applied (in other words, it behaves as a one-way out- 
put tape), and the reading phase, in which the checking stack head moves 
in a two-way fashion over the checking stack, without altering its contents 
(in other words, it now behaves as a two-way input tape). For results on 
several types of checking stack automata see, e.g., Greibach (1969, 1978a, 
1978b), Fischer (1969), Ibarra (1971) Ibarra et al. (1985), van Leeuwen 
(1976), Engelfriet et al. (1980a, 1980b), Engelfriet and Slutzki (1984). 
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Finally, we will consider the two-way deterministic finite state trans- 
ducer, i.e., the 2( 1-head)DFA with an additional (one-way) output tape. As 
usual, such a transducer T defines a partial function (also denoted by T). 
Traditionally, these devices are called two-way deterministic generalized 
sequential machines, abbreviated 2DGSM. The class of functions defined 
by 2DGSMs is also denoted by 2DGSM. A class C of languages is said 
to be closed under inverse 2DGSM mappings if 2DGSM I’ c C. 
The corresponding one-way transducer is denoted DGSM, with the 
corresponding terminology. 
A CLOSURE PROPERTY FOR MULTI-HEAD AUTOMATA 
The proof of our result is based on the following closure result (for k = 2 
and X= J’): 2(k-head)DXA is closed under inverse 2DGSM mappings. For 
k = 1 (and arbitrary X) this was shown by Aho and Ullman (1970), and it 
is left to the reader to check that the proof can easily be adapted to the 
case of an arbitrary number of heads. Since this adaptation is really simple, 
we could end this section here. However, for completeness sake, we sketch 
(part of) the proof, and its adaptation. 
LEMMA. Let X be an arbitrary storage type, and k 2 1. Then 2(k-head) 
DXA is closed under inverse (one-way) DGSM mappings. 
Proof: For k = 1 this is shown by Hopcroft and Ullman (1967). Let M 
be a 2(k-head)DXA and T a DGSM. For the sake of simplicity we assume 
that T outputs exactly one symbol for each input symbol. Thus, for every 
input string w  = c 1 . . . fin, the output string T(w) is tl . . . z, (where rri and z; 
are symbols). It now suffices to construct a 2(k-head)DXA M’ that, on 
input w, simulates M on input T(w). Clearly, for this simulation it is only 
needed that M’ can compute ti whenever it reads rri (with one of its heads). 
That M’ is able to do this is the key of the proof, and is based on the 
following elegant “regular context lemma”: a 2(1-head)DXA can keep 
track in its finite control of the state of a one-way deterministic finite 
automaton (Lemma 3 of Hopcroft and Ullman, 1967; see also p. 212 of 
Aho et al., 1969, Lemma 17 of Engelfriet, 1978, Lemma 4 of Ibarra et al., 
1985, and Aalbersberg and Engelfriet, 1986). Thus, in the case that k = 1, 
M’ can keep track in its finite control of the state of T. This means that 
when M’ reads or, it knows the state qi in which T arrives after reading 
01 ... biP 1 (and from qi and o’i it can compute TV). To update the state of T, 
M’ executes a certain subroutine in which it only changes the position of its 
head, returning to its original position at the end of the subroutine. For 
this reason, the same regular context lemma can be used for the case of 
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more than one head: M’ just keeps track of k states of T, one for each of 
the positions of its k heads. To update the state of T corresponding to a 
particular head, it executes the above subroutine, using that head only. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let X be an arbitrary storage type, and k > 1. Then 
2(k-head)DXA is closed under inverse ZDGSM mappings. 
Proof: For k= 1 this is shown by Aho and Ullman (1970). Let M 
be a 2(k-head)DXA and T a 2DGSM. Again, we have to construct a 
2(k-head)DXA that, on input w, simulates A4 on input T(w). Let W= 
01 . . . on, and consider for each i ( 1 < i < n) the visiting sequence of T for the 
ith square, i.e., the sequence si= (ai, ql, . . . . qr), where q/- is the state of T 
when visiting (TV for the jth time (and t depends on i). Since T is deter- 
ministic, all qj are distinct, and hence the number of possible visiting 
sequences is finite. Now let W be the string s1 “.s,, i.e., w  together with the 
visit information of T. In the case that k = 1, it is not difficult to show (see 
Theorem 2 of Aho and Ullman, 1970) that a 2(1-head)DXA M’ can be 
constructed that, on input W, simulates M on input T(w). Intuitively, U, 
shows how T(w) lies “wrapped up” on MI (cf. Fig. 1 of Aho and Ullman, 
1970). As in the proof of the Lemma, M’ keeps track of the state q of T, 
such that if the head of M’ reads sj= (oi, ql, . . . . qr), then q is one of the qj, 
1 <j< 1. From this, M’ can compute the part of T(w) produced by M when 
visiting oi for thejth time. Clearly, the same construction can be used when 
M has more than one head: as in the proof of the Lemma, M just keeps 
track of k states of T, one for each of the positions of its k heads. 
To conclude the proof, Aho and Ullman (1970) show that for given T 
the function f defined by f(w) = - . w 1s a composition of functions f,, . . . . f,, 
where each fi is either a one-way DGSM mapping or the reversal mapping 
(that maps each 0, ... Q, into its reverse (T, ... a,). Thus, using the lemma 
and the obvious closure of 2(k-head)DXA under reversal, there is a 
2(k-head)DXA that, on input w, simulates M’ on input M’, and hence 
simulates A4 on input T(w). 1 
Since it is easy to see that 2(k-head)DXA is also closed under marked 
union and marked Kleene *, Theorem 1 shows that 2(k-head)DXA is an 
AF2DL, i.e., an abstract family of two-way deterministic languages (see 
Aho and Ullman, 1970). 
THE POWER OF CHECKING STACK AUTOMATA 
A checking stack automaton works in two phases: the writing phase and 
the reading phase. During the writing phase it behaves in exactly the same 
way as a finite transducer (where the checking stack is the output tape), 
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and during the reading phase it behaves just like a two-tape finite 
automaton (where the checking stack is one of the input tapes). Following 
this idea, we show that a 2( 1-head)DCSA can be “decomposed” into a 
ZDGSM and a 2(2-head)DFA. This gives the main result of this paper (cf. 
Theorem 4 of Ibarra et al., 1985). It is mentioned as an open problem in 
Ibarra et al. (1985); see also p, 108 of (Ibarra, 1971). 
THEOREM 2. 2( 1 head) DCSA = 2(2-head) DFA. 
Proof. 2(2-head)DFA c_ 2( 1-head)DCSA. This is obvious; just copy the 
input tape to the checking stack, and simulate the second input head by the 
checking stack head. 
2( 1-head)DCSA E 2(2-head)DFA. We show that 2( 1-head)DCSA c 
2 DGSM-‘(2(2-head)DFA). Let M be a 2(1-head)DCSA. We first con- 
struct a 2DGSM T such that, for every input MI of M, T(w) = w # u, where u 
is the string that M writes on its checking stack. Tjust copies the input and 
then simulates the writing phase of M. Then we construct a 2(Zhead)DFA 
M’ that, on input w#u, simulates M on input w  and with checking stack u. 
M’ first simulates the writing phase of M, with one head on w. Then M 
simulates the reading phase of M, using one head on w  and one head on u. 
Clearly, M accepts w  if and only if M’ accepts T(w). Hence, by Theorem 1 
(for k = 2 and X= F), the language accepted by M is in 2(2-head)DFA. i 
This result can be extended to the corresponding transducers: the class 
of 2( l-head) DCS transductions equals the class of 2(Zhead)DF transduc- 
tions. This can be shown in exactly the same way as above, using the follow- 
ing generalization of Theorem 1: the class of 2(k-head)DX transductions is 
closed under pre-composition with 2DGSM mappings. The latter result 
can easily be proved analogously to the proof for k = 1 and X= F by Chytil 
and Jakl (1977) i.e., the proof that 2DGSM mappings are closed under 
composition. The details are left to the reader. 
We conclude this paper with the following observation on the k-head 
case. 
THEOREM 3. For k >, 1, 2((k + 1)-head)DFA c 2(k-head)DCSA s 
2( (3k + 1 )-head)DFA. 
Proof: The first inclusion is as for the case k = 1, shown in the proof 
of Theorem 2. The second inclusion is an easy variation of the proof 
of 2(k-head)DCSA cDSPACE(log n), given in Theorem 3.5 of Ibarra 
(1971) and due to Cook. Let M be a 2(k-head)DCSA, and let M’ be the 
2( (3k + 1 )-head) DFA to be constructed. One head of M’ is used in order 
to give M’ the power of sensing heads, i.e., the power to find out whether 
or not two heads are on the same square. M’ simulates M, using k of its 
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heads to simulate those of M. The simulation of the writing phase of M is 
no problem. But of course M’ cannot store the checking stack in order to 
use it when simulating the reading phase of M. Instead, when M reads a 
certain square of the checking stack, M’ keeps track of the configuration of 
A4 at the moment that it pushed that square on the checking stack during 
its writing phase. For this, M’ uses k more heads. In case M needs the next 
square of the checking stack, M’ just simulates some more steps of the 
writing phase of M. Now suppose that M needs the previous square of the 
checking stack. In that case M’ computes the configuration of M (during 
the writing phase) preceding the given one (or perhaps also the one before 
that, etc.). To do this, M’ uses k more heads to simulate the writing phase 
of M from the beginning, all the time remembering its last move. M’ stops 
this simulation as soon as it arrives at the given configuration (of the 
writing phase), and then executes the last move in reverse. Note that it can 
detect equality of two configurations because it has sensing heads. Note 
also that, because of determinism, the given configuration is unique in the 
writing phase. This concludes the description of the simulation of M by 
M’. 1 
For k= 1 this method needs 4 heads (instead of 2) to simulate a 
2( 1-head)DCSA. In general, it is open whether less than 3k + 1 heads can 
be used to simulate a 2(k-head)DCSA. 
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